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WorldWise Week 2014

This year's theme is: Crossing Boundaries
What is WorldWise Week?
Welcome to the Geographical Association’s WorldWise Week (WWW), which is one of a range of young people
oriented activities that aims to promote engaging geography within schools and colleges. The activities develop
young people’s understanding of the concepts, processes and issues that are significant in the twenty first
century. See http://worldwise.geography.org.uk for full details of the WorldWise activities, which include the
Local Quiz, the Online Quizzes, the My Places area, with new activities currently in development. We hope you
enjoy using this resource pack, which has teaching resources aimed at all ages from Early Years through to Post
16. ‘Crossing Boundaries’ reflects the Presidential theme, aiming to help young people consider geography’s
contribution to real life problems, with links to other subject disciplines. The dedicated primary resources this
year focuses on transport and communications and provides an extra perspective for primary pupils, focussing
on poverty. You can use these resources either during the designated week in June, or at a time that is more
convenient to you and your school to support geography.
Where can Worldwise Week take you?
We hope you find this resource pack useful. We also welcome submissions of students’ work showing their
engagement with this year’s WWW theme (please email rbuck@geography.org.uk). Entries or other feedback
from the KS3/4 category can be used in support of your school’s overall involvement in WorldWise, with a
chance of being invited to take part in the 2015 WorldWise Challenge residential weekend (a membership only
opportunity). This event is free-of-charge and provides stimulating up to date fieldwork activities for Y9-Y11
students and accompanying teachers and takes place in May. Find out more here:
http://geography.org.uk/news/worldwisechallenge2013/#top
How can you use this year’s WorldWise Week resource pack?
The suggested activities outlined in the following pages aim to inspire students to appreciate the range of
opportunities, views and issues that surround this important element of geography learning; looking at
geography’s contribution to real life problems and issues and how geography benefits from other subject
disciplines. They provide opportunities for students to reflect on and clarify their own views, ideas, values,
attitudes and experiences. Working closely with colleagues on the New Zealand Board of Geography Teachers
we have aligned WorldWise Week and the New Zealand Geography Awareness week to run in the same week.
Keep an eye on the WorldWise website for further opportunities for young people to work with others in New
Zealand.
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Crossing the boundary of poverty
Primary and Secondary
Poverty is an issue which exists, in one form or another, across the development divide, in all cultures and races,
and so can truly be considered as crossing many, if not all, boundaries. Too often we think of it as a financial
issue, and do not consider social, emotional, educational, health or even environmental types of poverty – to
name but a few. The issue of poverty came to the fore around the 2000 Millennium when the UN Development
Goals were launched, it became a topic of political debate at arenas such as the G8 and G20 summits, and
campaigns such as ‘Make Poverty History’ gained sizable public attention. Often poverty is considered as being
‘out there’ or affecting ‘somewhere else’, but in reality it is an issue that is much closer to us than we might
think. These activities will help students think about poverty, and the issues associated with it, in ways which
hopefully help them cross the boundaries of prejudice, preconception, and their own expectations.
Activity One – Poverty in our neighbourhood (KS3 and KS4)
Using the Open Data Profiler website (http://www.opendataprofiler.com/Mapping.aspx) students can explore
various indicators of poverty at a range of scales – from national to the streets around where they live, or their
school.

Datasets you may wish to visualise (drop-down menu top right of website page, or search by postcode):
 Deprivation – can be viewed for England, Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland
 Education – those classed with no qualifications vs. level 4 qualification
 NS-SEC (Employment) – those never worked & long-term unemployed vs. higher managerial
 Economic Activity – those economically active: unemployed vs. economically active: full-time
 General & Household – Vehicle Ownership – two cars or vans in household
On each of the maps there is a transparency slider, zoom scale and legend to help with interpreting and
understanding the data shown on the visualisation.
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Students could be asked to investigate (either as a class activity or via computers themselves if there is access to
an IT room):
 What is the level of depravation around my school? Or my neighbourhood where I live?
 How does the level of deprivation in my village/town compare to other villages/towns nearby? Or
regionally or nationally?
 What links are there between different indicators of poverty? E.g. is there a link between education
qualifications and economic activity? Or can vehicle ownership indicate poverty? How?
Activity Two – Picturing poverty your way (all KS’s)
Discuss and devise your own indicators and scale of poverty – what could you look for in your area which would
show its level of poverty? Students could then go out and take digital photographs of features of their local
environment, around their school, their street, their estate which demonstrate the indicators agreed on.
Alternatively, if you have access to iPads, download Skitch – a free app – which enables students to take and
annotate pictures (and geo-tag their location) in real time. Then provide the children with an outline paper map
of the local area onto which the pictures and annotations could be added to show poverty in their
neighbourhood, they could also be asked to think about how and why each picture was selected to represent
poverty.
Further or alternative resources can be found at:
http://www.gapminder.org/world (KS3-5) - e.g. students could look at global indicators of poverty by changing
the data on the vertical axis of the graph and then ‘playing’ the animation to see hoe the indicator plotted
against income changed over time.
http://www.gapminder.org/downloads/dollar-street/ (KS3-5) - e.g. students could consider how living
conditions vary with levels of poverty/wealth and what affect this has on life chances, health, education,
employment, development, etc.
http://www.makepovertyhistory.org/takeaction/index.shtml (KS2-3) - e.g. students could assess and evaluate
the success of the campaign, suggest what the charity’s priorities should be now and in the future, or create the
aims and objectives of a new charity to fight poverty either in their own area or further afield.
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Crossing the boundary of poverty
Primary
A Primary Perspective on Poverty
Poverty is not just the domain of Secondary geography. This theme can cross the boundaries into Primary
Schools. Although the theme of poverty is not explicitly mentioned in the National Curriculum for KS1 or KS2,
there is much teachers can do to highlight the issue of poverty in the Primary Years. Also, Primary teachers
would probably cross the boundaries of traditional subjects to explore themes and issues, as can be seen in the
activities below.
One of the best ways to introduce sensitive themes with children below the age of eleven is to raise discussion
with the use of quality picture books. A few beautiful books which can effectively achieve this are explored
below. All of these books would be worthy of a place in all primary school libraries, especially those which are
part of the Global Learning Programme. ‘The Global Learning Programme supports teaching and learning about
global issues in key stages 2 and 3... The programme – with geography as a leading subject - will help pupils gain
additional knowledge about the developing world, globalisation, and the causes of poverty and what can be
done to reduce it. They will also develop the skills to interpret that knowledge, such as the ability to investigate,
think and make judgements.’ For further details about the GLP themes and outcomes, see:
www.geography.org.uk/projects/globallearningprogramme/
If the World were a village by David J Smith & Shelagh Armstrong 2002 A & C. Black. ISBN 978-0-7136-6880-3
Poverty exists in many forms and in many countries, including the
UK. This child-friendly, appealing book looks at the different forms
in which poverty can manifest itself, crossing the geographical
boundaries of the whole world. Instead of using numbers which are
far too big for primary age children to comprehend, the world is
seen as “a global village” which primary children can easily imagine
if the whole population of the world as just 100 people. (At the
time of publication, in 2005, each person would represent approx.
64 million people from the real world) The author explains
problems of agreed statistics in the book.
By turning each and every page, the child is introduced to and can
begin to understand a few of the issues facing some people in the
world or the global village today, such as hunger, lack of money,
food, sanitation, clean water with limited or no education. The book
looks at difference in the world and breaks these down to just a
number of people in a hundred. (Obviously this then lends itself to
easy conversion to a percentage for upper KS2.) For instance, in
2005 it states that if all the money in the world was divided equally,
then each of the 100 people would have approximately £3600 per year. Instead, the richest 20 people (1/5) have
more than £5600 a year and the poorest 20 each have less than 65p a day. (The average cost of food, shelter
and other essentials in the village would have been between £2500 to £3000 a year, therefore many people
have well below what they need to live on.)
A practical cross curricular activity for KS1 or KS2 linked to this book.
At the back of this book, there are some suggestions of activities to help foster world-mindedness in young
children. The first is: ‘Make sure children have a map of the world in their heads. A strong sense of world
geography lays a foundation for discussions with or about people of other regions, countries and cultures.’ Smith
(2002) Taking the issue of food and hunger, the book explains that there is no shortage of food in the village of
100 people, if all the food supplies were divided equally, but it is not! 50 people (1/2) do not have a reliable
source of food and are hungry some or all of the time.
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Twenty other people are severely undernourished, which means that only 30 people always have enough to eat!
Crossing the boundary of Geography, using discussion of the book used in Guided Reading, I was able to explore
these facts and figures with a Year 2 class through Maths and Art. The class drew 100 people between them, but
coloured the people in using just shades of red, orange and green to symbolise, the ones who are severely
undernourished, those who don’t always have enough food and those that do, respectively. The children
understood at a glance, the extreme poverty some people live in.
The Matchbox diary by Paul Fleischman. Illustrated by Bagram Ibatoulline (2013)
A new beautifully illustrated, inspirational book produced only
last year, which deals with poverty in the past, of an Italian
family. The great-grandfather shares his
memories – all kept in matchboxes, with his great
granddaughter. The first box contains an olive pit. ‘Life was
hard... When I tell my mother I was hungry, she’d give
me an olive pit to suck on. It helped.’ The story tells how his
father went to America to work and sent money and letters
home, however none of the family could read. Life continued to
be tough with no rain and no wheat. Eventually, tickets were
sent for the rest of the family to migrate to America. More
matchbox mementoes remind him of the long journey and his
life in his new home. Use the book to discuss how a family tries
to get themselves out of the poverty trap and explore the
Geography and History of Poverty across two different
continents.
Mia’s story by Michael Foreman (2006) Walker books. ISBN 1-84428-278-3
A simple but moving story about Mia, who lives on a wasteland somewhere between Santiago and the snowy
Andes mountains in Chile, with her hopes and dreams of living in a brick house. Mia’s house is made from scrap
and rubbish. The children fix things they find on the dump. Her father goes to the city to sell scrap every day –
sometimes he comes home with no money. One day, Mia comes across some white flowers. She picks a clump
and re-plants them next to the shack she calls home. She tends the plants and the flowers grow. The seeds
disperse so more flowers grow. Mia persuades her father to let her sell the flowers in the city. Success! She
brings money to the family. A great text to use in connection with KS2 Geography of South America with crosscurricular science links.
Follow up discussion: A comparison between Mia’s lifestyle and their own. Explore the notion of the waste in
the dump, which is actually a “crop” to be harvested by Mia and her family, recycling and resourcefulness.
The 2014 World cup finals will take place at the same time as Worldwise Week 23 -27 June 2014. Many primary
schools will be using this opportunity to plan a cross curricular theme, crossing all subject boundaries. Do not
miss this chance to look at real life issues in World Geography during the World Cup!
All the eyes of the world will be on Brazil, but one of the first things, the football fans travelling to Rio Janeiro
from the airport to the centre, will see, is not the glossy, rich stadiums and fine buildings, but the povertystricken slums and shanty towns. The infamous Linha Vermelha (the Red Street) is a major route from the
airport to the city that travels directly through one of the poorest areas. Rio has at least 600 slum areas, with an
increase of 5% a year. This means the favelas are expanding faster than the rest of Rio. Hundreds of thousands
live in wretchedly poor conditions. One favela is claimed to be 'The most loved favela in Brazil'.
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Visit www.fifa.com/worldcup/video/video=2263342/index.html for a three and a half minute video clip to share
with your class. There are tourist guided tours around this Santa Marta favelo. Discuss with the children if it is
right that some people are making money out of other’s misery. Are the people who live there actually
miserable? Do the people who live there, live only on a day to day basis. Once people are poor – will they always
be poor? (It would be good to compare the story of the “real” Rio favelas with the life style of Mia in “Mia’s
story” by Michael Foreman above.
Further or alternative resources can be found at:
Send my friend to school http://www.sendmyfriend.org/resources/ Lots of activities linked to the 2014
campaign. You could link this to the education page in the book If the World were a village by David J Smith
mentioned above. Of the 100 people in the Global Village, 38 are school aged, but only 31 attend school. Of the
88 Global villagers who are old enough to read, at least 17 cannot read at all.
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How does energy cross boundaries?
Primary
Energy demand and supply is an aspect of geographical learning that creates thinking which involves crossing
boundaries in a whole multitude of ways. From the formation of the fuel, to our usage and our bill physical and
human boundaries have been crossed.
In the primary curriculum for 2014 energy is identified as an area of learning in KS2 Geography; ‘the distribution
of natural resources including energy’ and in Year 3 Science where ‘Pupils should be taught to: describe in
simple terms how fossils are formed when things that have lived are trapped within rock and in the Year 4
Science Electricity theme.
If pupils are being taught about the formation of fossils a good link will be to study the formation of fossil fuels,
how land plants became coal, different sea plants became gas and others that became oil. The website below
provides a good introduction to fossil fuel formation;
http://www.ecokids.ca/pub/homework_help/energy/index.cfm
Pupils can look at the distribution of fossil fuels in the UK currently and because of the climatic conditions
needed for the plants and animals to live which formed the fossil fuels they can start to infer what has happened
through geological time, boundaries have definitely been crossed.
Secondary pupils should consider further the process of continental drift in explaining current fossil fuel
locations and how the these non – renewable sources of energy provide good evidence for continental drift and
the existence of ancient supercontinents e.g. Pangaea. What climatic zone boundaries have been crossed as the
plates drifted from their original location?
Where do we import fossil fuels from today from across the globe and what are the implications for the UK and
the exporting nations involved with crossing different boundaries to provide the UK with energy?
Gas and electricity has many boundaries to cross in order to reach our homes. The National Grid website
http://www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/ provides information on the processes involved from gas extraction to
turning on the gas in our homes and also the current debates around energy supply and demand.
As pupils develop an understanding that non – renewable energy sources are being used faster than they are
formed and so will run out, renewable energy sources can be considered.
http://www.childrensuniversity.manchester.ac.uk/interactives/science/energy/renewable/ and the issues
surrounding investment in each source.
As demand for energy increases in the UK new ventures and locations for energy supply are common, but all
face challenges from the public. Plans to increase energy supply by wind turbines and fracking are just two
challenges e.g.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-lancashire-26251474 expansion of Scout Moor Wind farm
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-14432401 Fracking is ‘new to the UK and is highly controversial. This website
outlines what the process is, the benefits and the controversy.
Why do people object to such schemes and why do so many people who do not live close by oppose such
schemes? What boundaries do such schemes cross to impact on different communities?
Fuel poverty is a major challenge facing many people across the UK.
http://tools.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/statistics/local_auth/interactive/fuelpoverty/index.html looks at
England over time and the changing patterns. Which areas suffer more from fuel poverty? Why do some areas
experience much higher percentages of households in fuel poverty than others? Compare your local authority
with others and try to draw conclusions.
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Is there a link between the distribution of fuel poverty e.g. 2011 above on
http://tools.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/statistics/local_auth/interactive/fuelpoverty/index.html and the
location of current, new or expanded sources of energy supply
http://www.climateandfuel.com/pages/uk2050plan.htm?
What boundaries are being crossed or need to be crossed to ensure the lights stay on? As the UN Decade of
Education for Sustainable Development comes to an end (2005 – 2014) good use can be made of the Article in
Teaching Geography, Summer 2010 by Nicola Walshe 'Enough for everyone forever?': considering sustainability
of resource consumption with year 10 students.
The Young People geographies project link below gives imaginative ways in which young people can further
explore energy issues of supply and demand over various time scales
http://www.youngpeoplesgeographies.co.uk/resources-ideas/the-what-if-project
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Transport and communications
Primary
Look at different sorts of transport and how they are powered. Are there any unusual ones, which ones would
the children like to try/use most often? This could lead to data handling either on class graphs or using an ICT
program.
FACT – In the UK, both the number of cars used for taking children to school and the number of obese children
has doubled in the last decade.
What could their school do to overcome this? What are the environmental problems involved in the school run?
How do pupils get to school, how far do they travel etc. You could put up posters and graphs around school to
encourage walking to school and healthy lifestyles. Ideas can be found at http://walktoschool.org.uk/ to
introduce regular walk to school events and associated ideas.
Class activities:


Pupils map their route to school. Is there anything on their route to help keep them safe? (e.g.
pedestrian crossings?) Refer to http://www.tripgeo.com/ to compare routes, view routes on street view
and link to an animated map. This provides a great opportunity to stop, start, look right, look left, do a
360 degrees view, link to compass points (an aspect of the new NC) and to find the safest road crossing
points on pupils journeys.



Pupils luisten to the sounds around them on their journey to create a soundscape. This could be set as a
homework activity or as fieldwork:
http://education.nationalgeographic.com/education/activity/soundscape



Look at a new road being built around a busy town, or an area being pedestrianised. Consider the views
of people with different vested interests: e.g. the police, paramedics, shopkeepers and how these
planning decisions affect each group. Split the class into groups to represent each cohort (e.g. the
police), considering how the new road would affect them. Each group could create a poster to represent
their views. Then hold a class debate.



Think of the positives and negatives for each mode of transport – walking, cycling, driving, taking the bus
etc. Can your pupils think of any transport powered by humans? Ee.g. cycles, scooters, yacht, rowing
boat, pogo stick, what are the benefits of using these? (low carbon mode)
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http://www.amazon.co.uk/mrs-armitage-wheel/s
Read “Mrs Armitage on Wheels” by Quentin
Blake or one of his other books. Map the journey that she makes on her bike. Make little 3d characters
to re-enact the story whilst it is being read.
Or use



“The Naughty Bus” by Jerry and Jan Oke. http://www.amazon.co.uk/Naughty-Bus-JanOke/dp/0954792114/ref=pd_sxp_f_r A very popular bus in KS1. Take your own digital photo of a
London Red bus travelling through the school, through the rooms, schools grounds, into the small world
built environments in EYFS etc. Each child could take a London Bus home every night then plot its
travels on a local map and record its adventures.



www.flightradar24.com/50.77,1.54/6 You can track any plane on the screen. (You can enter your
school postcode, then if a real plane goes over the school, then you can locate this on the website, then
track it to its destination. This excellent site gives detail on where the plane has come from, where it is
flying to, altitude, speed etc and all in ‘live time’ (or 5 minute delay) It is updated every few seconds!
You can get the cockpit view to look at the landscape the plane is passing. Children can track this on a
map. If you know a member of staff, another child or relative who is flying somewhere, then the whole
class can track the plane. It is great for building up knowledge of the world. You can zoom in, which is
less scary, as if you don’t the skies above Heathrow or Schipol Airport look overcrowded. This can
provide a good connection to Geography investigations linked to Books e.g. If Sunny the Meerkat, from
“Meerkat Mail” by Emily Gravett wants to fly around the world, you can plot his flights!
www.marinetraffic.com/en/ the marine/ boat version of the planes website above. Zoom in and find a
ship local to you. Discover where it has come from, where it is going etc.



Communications activity






Play Chinese whispers
Copycat pictures – pupils sit back to back, one with paper and a pencil and the other with an image of a
type of communication. They have to describe the image to their partner without actually saying what
the image is.
Pupils think of all the different ways to communicate with others. List them, and children sort them into
groups of their choosing, e.g. when you have to be able to see the communicator, use technology, use
satellites, have to listen to it, read it, watch images etc
http://www.thekidswindow.co.uk/Kids-pages/Telephones.htm look at how telephones have changed
over the years, children create a timeline of events.
Think of the global size of the communication market.

Can they find how a mobile phone/computer/.TV etc is made from raw materials to the shop? Put the countries
involved on world map following a route.


Compare sending a letter, an email, and a fax to the same person. How soon does the reply come back?
What are the advantages/disadvantages of each method?



Use the Jolly Postman idea to plot his routes if he came to our local area – or pupils could design their
own story maps based on the jolly postman visiting all the story book or nursery book characters.
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Crossing the boundaries within the urban landscape
Secondary
Urban landscapes are often icons for a country, the centrepiece or city view that can be seen on many tourist
videos inviting people to that country, making it seem like a friendly, welcoming and inspirational place to visit.
However there are many politics behind this regulation of urban landscapes which will be investigated here.
Activity 1 – Heritage and Decay
Urban areas are often seen as the height of modernity, with their state of the art electric systems, security and
designs that are often architectural feats. However, this boundary can be challenged from within. In many cities
older buildings are now being worked hard with to save them for heritage reasons, for example listed buildings
and National Trust owned properties but this is a selective process. There are many examples of the older
buildings that are removed or allowed to decay. Activities to look at the notion of heritage and decay could
focus around choosing a cityscape and identifying new and older buildings. You could use historical photographs
or maps to look at the changes that have occurred and question why some things have changed and why others
haven’t. You could use the GA materials on the London Olympic Park site in Stratford
(http://www.geography.org.uk/projects/planetsport/london2012/ ) or look at listed buildings and regeneration
projects closer to home.
Activity 2 - Boundaries of security
Security is a prominent boundary within an urban landscape. However there are many ways to make an area
safe. Perhaps most obvious is the state-provided police service, but others include CCTV and prisons and even a
building’s design can affect people’s behaviour. To explore the police with your class, you could look at the GIS
mapping that is provided by the Metropolitan Police http://maps.met.police.uk for London or
http://www.police.uk for the rest of the UK. Students may also wish to look at CCTV and the politics and
reasoning they see for the cameras. One way to introduce CCTV would be through the idea of a panopticon
prison design. This was a prison designed in a circle, so that only one guard was necessary to see all the
prisoners. The fear of being seen was said to keep everybody acting in a socially acceptable way. This theory
could be linked to the prominent CCTV of today. The final form of security I suggest looking at with your
students would be the actual city design. Often places can be designed so as to remove unwanted behaviour, for
example winding and curved paths detract people from using scooters or bicycles and divisions on benches
prevent people from lying down. This video looks at one town in the UK which has reduced crime rates through
design: http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/designing-out-crime/1137.html .
Through looking at the maps and the number and types of crimes committed students might wish to write a
safety guide or identify ways these crimes could be reduced or designed out. They may even wish to design a
safe space for the community or school.
Activity 3 - Boundaries of the City Image
Many things within a city remain hidden so they don’t challenge the image of the city. These are from the basics
of rubbish collection which are simply not promoted, to the delivery of cash and even to the transport which can
be physically hidden underground. Some built landscapes go to great extremes to hide all of the ‘ugly’
necessities, for example Disneyworld in Florida is built on a hill, so the rubbish can all be stored underground
and rubbish trucks can visit without ever being seen. To look at some of the hidden aspects of a city within a
geographical framework, you could start with the delivery of cash. As this BBC clip
http://www.bbc.co.uk/britainfromabove/stories/people/secretmoney.shtml shows, it is a process to which
geography and GIS skills are integral.
You could also look at rubbish collection and the necessity for it, using this video as a starting point
http://www.bbc.co.uk/britainfromabove/stories/people/disposablebritain.shtml . This could also look at the
urban/ rural boundary and the interaction that occurs between them, as a result of the urban area wanting to
maintain an image.
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Rocks, Parks and Boundaries
Crossing Geological Boundaries
Secondary

Stanage Edge from the south

Geological differences form some of the most significant boundaries in our landscapes. Rock differences can
contribute to significant changes in terms of relief, land use and even how we think and feel about the
countryside.
Stanage Edge is seen as an iconic landscape. It is the ultimate, upstanding, gritstoneedge - as the edge of edges
that help to define the Peak District. At approximately four miles long, Stanage Edge is one of the Peak District's
best known and impressive locations. A walk along the edge is a journey through not only through the geology
and natural history of the area but 4000 years of human history and influence. It attracts photographers,
walkers, climbers, fell runners and all manner of people. What attracts so many people to this area that has
been called ‘the Throne of the Gods?’
Formation of Stanage Edge
Show your students the image(s) of Stanage Edge and ask them to think/speculate/suggest why this is an 'edge'
and how they think it might have formed. Ask them why the landscape might attract such praise and attention.
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You will be helping them to develop their thinking about the concept of differential weathering - between
resistant sandstones and mudstone (shales) - which is much less resistant to erosion - underneath the edge
(geologically as well as in elevation) in the land to the west of Stanage. It occurs because the land crosses a
geological boundary.
They may well have encountered differential erosion via waterfall formation - although here the erosion is by
mass movement creeping and material being washed downslope.
The sharply contrasting scenery within the Peak District is the result of the geology. The Peak District is almost
exclusively formed from sedimentary rocks dating from the Carboniferous period. The Peak District is made of
three main rock layers; Limestone, Millstone Grit and Coal measures on the outer fringes. The rocks were
formed millions of years ago and have undergone huge changes which have eventually created the spectacular
landscape you can see today. The chemical structure of the underlying rocks has also had a major influence on
the types of soils, plants and animals found within particular regions of the Peak District National Park.
Around 700 million years of geological history are represented in our rocks and landscapes including:
 a changing climate from tropical to glacial
 repeated sea level rise and fall
 mountain building and erosion
 volcanic eruptions
 the evolution and extinction of countless life forms.
Information about the formation can be found here
http://www.peakdistrictinformation.com/features/geology.php
Looking at a cross section shows how the folding and differential weathering has not only caused geological
boundaries but boundaries in the very landscape itself.
A cross section of the area

The cross-section across the Peak District shows how rocks, originally laid down in horizontal layers have been
folded and then eroded. The northern Peak District is bounded on east and west sides by sandstone scarps:
known as Edges. They are made from a coarse sandstone rock called Millstone Grit. These rocks were laid down
in the delta of an immense river which flowed from a mountainous area to the sea. The land was below the sea,
and every tide and every flood, deposited sand onto the sea floor. Commonly the layers were thin but
sometimes an event would occur which created layers many metres thick in a very short time. All this happened
around 300 million years ago. Eventually the grits were buried by mud, coal and limestone. Later the rocks were
pushed up in a period of mountain building and appeared from above the sea.
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You could ask your students to guess how long it has taken to develop the edge and slopes underneath.
(Perhaps give them a choice of, 5ka, 10ka, 50ka 100ka, 500ka (or 0.5Ma), 0.75Ma, 1Ma, 10Ma, (ka meaning
'thousand years ago' and Ma meaning 'million years ago').
The answer is about 0.75Ma (spot the 'odd' date out!) - Although this is not fully certain so could also be 1Ma.
Stanageis only one of a long line of edges. It is the central part of a line of edges that fringe the Peak District.
See; http://www.ldwa.org.uk/ldp/members/show_path_map.php?path_name=Gritstone+Edge+Walk
This can help students realise that edges are part of a long valley (the Derwent Valley) which cuts through the
gritstone and into mudstones to produce the deep valley.
Geograph Imageshttp://www.geograph.org.uk/
This iconic landscape can be mapped using the sites of the images taken on the Geeograph website. Ask the
students why they think there are more photographs taken along the lines of the edges than in the other areas.
There are many other ways to use the Geograph site.

You can source copyright free images from Geograph for use with your students.

© Copyright Andrew Hill and licensed for reuse under
this Creative Commons Licence.
Using GIS to visualise the boundaries
The British Geological Society has a GIS which provides
free data for students to explore geology and the places
and landscapes at a variety of scales. See
http://mapapps.bgs.ac.uk/geologyofbritain/home.html
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The site also provides free KLM files which you can download and open in Google Earth. Follow the links below
to save the KML files to your PC or choose to open it with Google Earth.
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/data/services/digmapgb625kml.html
Google Earth
When you open Google Earth you can set the transparency of the geology overlay to see the geology, the
photograph, or both.
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You can also adjust the relief to show the edges more dramatically by going to Tools, Options, 3D view and then
set the vertical exaggeration to 3. You can use some of the images to provide your students with a challenge to
find out where the image was taken from.

Stanage Edge looking South East
Also on Google Earth you can see how the drainage is affected by the geology - the networks of streams
springing up on the mudstones at the geological boundary with the gritstone are easily spotted.
You could link this to the boggy ground, the 'difficult' approach in wet weather e.g. What to wear on your feet wellies or boots - and why? And then explore path erosion and management.
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Footpath erosion at Hollins Cross
Digimap for Schools
You can also map the area using Digimap for Schools, which is an online mapping service for use by teachers and
pupils in schools.

Digimap for Schools provides easy access to a range of current Ordnance Survey maps including the most
detailed mapping available for Great Britain, OS MasterMap, as well as digital versions of Ordnance Survey's
famous paper maps, the Landranger and Explorer series. Also included are street level maps showing street
names and road-atlas style maps.
http://mapzone.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/mapzone/competitions.html
http://digimapforschools.edina.ac.uk/cosmo/home?page=resources#
Minerals and Mining
The main extraction is of limestone, gritstone and vein minerals, with some working of shale. The uses of
limestone are mainly dependent upon its quality, with high quality stone being used for chemical and industrial
uses. Other uses include aggregate, building and the cement industry. Millstone grit is mainly used for building
stone, whilst fluorspar is used in the chemical industry, barytes in the oil industry and calcite for decoration and
aggregates. You could ask your students to locate some of the mines and quarries from the OS map and see how
they correspond to the geology.
Treak Cliff Cavern, the entrance is almost at the
foot of the steep slope above the trees in the
middle of the photograph

The entrance to Treak Cliff Cavern, can be seen on
the side of Treak Cliff Hill, Castleton.
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The mineral found in the Cavern is called Blue John Stone and is a banded form of fluorite (Fluorspar). It is found
alongside lead, which was also mined.
http://www.bluejohnstone.com/
Video showing ‘The influence of geology on our landscape’
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/the-influence-of-geology-on-our-landscape/7771.html
This excellent video lasts 04:42. It shows how modern digital terrain model technology is transforming our
perceptions of geology and the influence of rock type on both the physical and human landscape. Modern day
computer-aided geology is explored. It includes a series of animations from a digital terrain model of the UK
using aerial photographs, Ordnance Survey maps, infra-red images and geological maps to show the surface and
subterranean landscape in new ways.
http://www.peakdistrict.gov.uk/microsites/sopr/landscape
http://www.peakdistrict.gov.uk/microsites/sopr/landscape/minerals
Blocks, climbers and boundaries
Look at the image below. Point out to your students the big blocks of grit stone that have crossed the geological
boundary and now 'litter' the slopes on the mudstones below.

Froggatt Edge looking north
Then ask them to speculate on how this has happened. This could perhaps be done via a mystery - e.g. What
caused Jim to curse the ice age? - The link below provides a nice curriculum artefact to begin the mystery.
http://www.grough.co.uk/magazine/2013/12/10/stanage-climber-airlifted-after-breaking-leg-in-3ft-boulderingfall
The Cowper Stone (pictured left)) is a haunt of
climbers who test their skills on boulders. It is a
block of gritstone at the most southerly point of
Stanage Edge, standing solitary a few hundred
metres from the last buttress of the main crag. It
is a large boulder with distinctive rounded breaks
running across it that is used extensively by
climbers.
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'So what use is this landscape?
You could try and get your students to link/explain how the geological past affects our lives today (through the
landscape) - this is the sort of 'abstract' link that can be picked up really well by (G&T) students - but is also good
for other students to recognise at a more basic level.
You can find more information here:
http://www.peakdistrictonline.co.uk/andy-hemingway-a-brief-guide-to-stanage-edge-i4436.html
http://www.peakdistrictonline.co.uk/andy-hemingway-a-brief-guide-to-stanage-edge-i4436.html
http://www.peakscan.freeuk.com/peak_district_geology.htm
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/conservation/geodiversity/englands/counties/area_ID8.aspx
http://www.peakdistrict.gov.uk/
http://www.peakdistrict.gov.uk/learning-about/about-the-national-park/character-areas
www.countryside.gov.uk/cci,
www.english-nature.org.uk.
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/conservation/geodiversity/englands/default.aspx
KS3 Geography Teachers' Toolkit: Look At It This Way, What are your views on landscapes?
Alan Parkinson http://www.geography.org.uk/shop/shop_detail.asp?ID=569
You can embed or link to the the BGS geological map via the following
<iframe name="bgsWmsMap" id="bgsWmsMap" title="Embedded bedrock625k map | Web services | Our data
| British Geological Survey (BGS)" width="430" height="412"
src="http://www.bgs.ac.uk/egg/WmsMap.html?mapCentreLat=53.34914886797452&mapCentreLong=1.635362477012905&mapZoom=17&boxWidth=425&boxHeight=350&geologyType=bedrock625k&mapType=H
YBRID" frameborder="0" scrolling="no"></iframe>
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Crossing Global Boundaries
Secondary
Imagine a British tourist wearing a T-shirt made in Vietnam, scrolling through the menu of a Korean designed
phone (made in China) selecting the music of an American band while relaxing in an easy chair made in
Indonesia, having enjoyed a Mexican meal on the verandah of a Brazilian hotel managed by a Portuguese leisure
chain.

Until the 1960s industrial production was mainly organised within individual countries. In the last 60 years a
new international division of labour (NIDL) has come about. Now many production processes are fragmented
across national boundaries as a result of big differences in labour costs and skills. The process of globalisation
has meant that people, their cultures, money, goods and information can be transferred between countries with
few or no barriers.
Many factors have contributed to our increasingly globalised world; these are just some of the factors:
Factor
Free trade through removing trade tariffs and quotas
Communications technology, e.g. fibre optics and the internet
Transnational Corporations (TNCs) shifting production to the developing world creating links
Transport technology, such as containerisation and cheap air travel
Rise in number of consumers across the globe contributing to soaring demand
Large global media corporations allow news to be transmitted across the world in real time
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Geographers classify countries by their level of economic development. In the past we have divided the world
simply into the ‘rich north’ and ‘poor south’ but the world is more complex than this.
Economic groupings are useful in geography because they allow us to compare different development pathways.
Countries can and do move between groups.
Watch Hans Roslin describe how countries of the world have developed economically over the past 200 years at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbkSRLYSojo
Which groupings does Hans use to demonstrate the growth of different countries in his graphics?
Here are the acronyms (initial letters) for some economic groupings. Divide the class into groups and get them
to find out what the letters stand for and give examples of members of the groups.
MEDC

LEDC

RIC

NIC

LDC

More recently the financial giants Goldman Sachs coined the acronym BRICs for the rapidly advancing countries
of Brazil, Russia, India and China. The BBC website has useful information about these countries and their
development, particularly noting how globalisation has contributed to their economic rise.
Brazil is here http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-latin-america-18909529
There’s some useful information here too
http://geography.about.com/od/geographyglossaryb/g/ggbric.htm
And now it’s all about the MINTs - Mexico, Indonesia, Nigeria and Turkey all geographical poised to be the link
between emerging economies and established ones.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-25548060
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Political groupings
Whilst the economic groupings exist to help us categorise levels of economic development in the world, formal
groupings of countries exist where countries have signed agreements for economic gain. In general the groups
protect the interests of member states. Here are a few examples:
EU

OECD

OPEC

G8

G20

G77

Some of these groupings are represented in the diagram below:

Trade Blocs are more formal groupings such as the European Union (EU) North American Free Trade Area
(NAFTA) and Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN). These allow free trade amongst their members
but countries wishing to export into the blocs often have to pay taxes or have quotas imposed. Here are some
Trade Blocs and their member countries.
The World Trade Organisation (WTO) works to reduce trade barriers and create free trade between blocs.
There is general consensus that free trade is good, but there are increasing numbers of trade blocs coming into
existence.
A good debate could be had about which alternative students feel is more sustainable.
Which global political groupings does the UK belong to?
Which global region/continent has benefited least from the growth in global free trade over the last fifty years?
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Gross National Happiness Index
Many people would argue that quality of life is not necessarily dependent on economic development. Bhutan
has devised a Gross National Happiness Index which tries to consider the range of attributes that make someone
happy.
They even have a website about it www.grossnationalhappiness.com where it says:
“The GNH Index is meant to orient the people and the nation towards happiness, primarily by improving the
conditions of not-yet-happy people”
What aspects of your life would you consider go towards making your own national happiness index? Will this
be the same for people in other countries?
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